DISCOVER THE WORLD OF

temptation
THE TASTE OF TEMPTATION
Wrap your customers in a delicious embrace
with the Nutgels from the Hicream range.
Delectable and creamy, they offer unique
pleasures of the palate that make time feel
like it stands still just for a moment.

IT’S HARD TO RESIST…
…their versatility. The range of Nutgels can
be used on their own as gelato flavors or
combined with other ingredients: it takes just
a few simple steps to produce creations that
are ready to be served. In addition, with the
same product you can decorate traditional
gelato (inside and on top of tubs and cups),
frozen yogurt and soft gelato. Nutgels can
also add a truly unique touch to gelato sticks
and semifreddi.

COUNTLESS DELIGHTS
Use the array of unforgettable flavors and
colors to create countless delights. As well
as your most sweet-toothed customers,
thanks to the variety of the Hicream range
they will also prove irresistible to those who
are not usually so easily tempted.

A NEW ESSENTIAL
Thanks to the delicious pairings and their
irresistible delights, the Nutgel products in
the Hicream range will win your customers’
hearts and soon become a firm favourite!

NUTGEL

All Natural
A totally natural version of the much-loved
classic Nutgel is now available, with natural
flavorings and no dairy products. Naturalness
and deliciousness go hand in hand in this cream,
which is packed with hazelnuts and low-fat cocoa.

The following are not included in any shape or form in our All Natural products:

Artificial colors

Hydrogenated
vegetable oils

Artificial
thickeners,
stabilizers and
emulsifiers

Genetically
modified
organisms
(GMOs)

Palm oil

Artificial flavors

Nutgel
(CLASSIC)
The first and most popular…
The cream that nobody forgets!
The exceptional hazelnut and
cocoa content helps to recreate the
distinctive flavor of hazelnut spreads.

NUTGEL

White

The exquisite qualities of white
chocolate in a delicious,
unique cream that does not harden
at low temperatures, making it ideal
for creamy, velvety gelato.

Coffee is a pleasure that nobody
should be denied.
This cream has a rich roasted coffee
flavor with a generous helping of
crushed coffee-flavored cookies.
It is an outstanding ingredient for
use in gelato parlours, especially for
making cremino and cold desserts.
A real pleasure for the palate.

NUTGEL

Black
Dedicated to lovers of dark chocolate
flavors. It has a rich colour and it is
packed with low-fat cocoa.
It contains neither dairy products nor
hazelnuts.

NUTGEL

Coffee

NUTGEL

Cocoa
This cream has a rich color and
cocoa flavor and a high hazelnut
content.

NUTGEL

Almond

In this simple but irresistible cream,
almonds and white chocolate are
blended to create delectable flavors.
In addition to traditional uses for
gelato making, it is an extremely
versatile solution for cold desserts,
inserts and fillings.

A cream with a high pistachio
content, a richer colour
and no pieces.
More ideally suited for glazing
and cold desserts.

NUTGEL

Pistachio
SMOOTH

NUTGEL

Pistachio
WITH PIECES

A cream with an outstanding pistachio
paste content and a significant amount
of pistachio pieces.
Nutgel Pistachio is ideal for cremini:
it can be alternated with pistachio,
almond and ricotta gelato and much
more besides. It is also exceptional for
inserts and fillings in cold desserts.

NUTGEL

Mucho
gusto
Milk chocolate cream with plenty of
wafer crumbs and pieces to recreate
the flavor of a number of famous
snacks.

NUTGEL

Caramel
snack

A cream with a rich caramel flavor
and plenty of salted and roasted
peanut pieces to recreate the flavor of
a number of famous snacks.
Caramel lovers will not be able to
resist the delicious combination.

NUTGEL

A highly fragrant cream featuring
the traditional color and flavor of
lemon confectioner’s custard.

NUTGEL

Brownies
Nutgel Brownies offers all of the
famous flavor of the delicious
American chocolate treats.
The delicious cream creation has a
very deep color and a dark chocolate
flavor. It does not contain hazelnuts
but it is enriched with tiny cubes of
brownies.

Lemon
cream

TEMPTATION

pure
Pure: only for real gourmands. Some of the products
in the range can be poured directly into tubs and
served neat, like authentic gelato flavors.
Nutgels are also great in gelato cones: the wafer is
made more appetizing by hazelnut, cocoa and other
cream flavors.

TEMPTATION

variegato
With Nutgels you can use your imagination and
create stunning specialities that are simple to make.
All of the Nutgels stay soft and creamy on display.

MUCHO GUSTO
Gelato with a subtle Hazelnut
flavor (we recommend 40 g/l of
Hazelnut Paste with 25 g/l of

SICILIAN FLAVORS

Yellow Cream).

Almond gelato (we recommend

Add Nutgel Mucho Gusto and

90-100 g/l of Almond Toasted

wafers for a variegato effect.

Cream). Variegato with Nutgel
Pistachio, complemented with
Pistachio Pieces.

CHOCOLATE SORBET
WATER: 2 litres
NUTGEL BLACK: 2 kg
Pour the Nutgel Black into the
water (for best results, do not use
cold water) and mix it by shaking it
thoroughly.
Leave it to settle for a few minutes,
then place it in a batch freezer.

IRRESISTIBLE

softness
The majority of the Nutgels can be used to make tubs
of soft cream gelato with milk.
With Nutgel Black, you can make creamy dark
chocolate gelato using NOTHING BUT WATER: the
resulting product has a dark chocolate flavor and a
very dark colour and it DOES NOT CONTAIN MILK OR
DAIRY PRODUCTS.

COCOA CREAM GELATO
WHOLE MILK: 2.4 litres
NUTGEL COCOA: 2 kg
Pour the Nutgel Cocoa into the milk
(which should not be cold) and mix thoroughly.
Leave it to settle for approximately 10 minutes,
then place it in a batch freezer.
We recommend complementing it with VARIEGATO
PRALINE DORÈ or NUTGEL BROWNIES.

DELICIOUSLY

creamy
Three different layers of chocolate make this cremino
the ideal choice for those who always want more.
The Nutgel Line brings out the best of cremino with
its boundless scope for flavor variations: irresistibly
delicious recipes can be created thanks to the perfect
balance of creamy Nutgels in between delicious layers
of gelato.

FROZEN

yogurt
Make your Frozen Yogurt special by flavoring it with
Nutgels. Their texture means that they make a
wonderfully precise and quick topping, while their bold
flavors complement the creamy taste of the yogurt.
You can also add a crunchy touch by using Nutgels
with pieces in them (Brownies, Pistachio and Mucho
Gusto).

Frozen Yogurt with
Nutgel Mucho Gusto
and wafers
Frozen Yogurt with
Nutgel Brownies
and Brownies in Dice
Frozen Yogurt with
Nutgel Lemon Cream
and Butter Cookies

REFINED

temptations
Set your imagination free and enrich your cakes with
Nutgels. Use them for creamy inserts, fillings and
adding flavor to confectioner’s custard, cream and
Italian semifreddo.

Double Vegan Cake
• Nutgel All Natural

• White Velvet

• Coconut Semifreddo

• Almond Semifreddo

• Almond Semifreddo Insert

• Nutgel All Natural Insert

• Cake Base

• Cake Base

CREMINI
Suggested combinations: Nutgel + gelato

NUTGEL

NUTGEL COCOA

HAZELNUT

FIORDILATTE

VANILLA

HAZELNUT

NUTGEL BROWNIES

NUTGEL COFFEE

WALNUT

ZABAIONE

CHOCOLATE

COFFEE

NUTGEL BLACK

NUTGEL ALMOND

NUTGEL CARAMEL SNACK

WHITE CHOCOLATE

CHOCOLATE

PEANUTS

MILK CHOCOLATE

ALMOND

MILKMOU

NUTGEL PISTACHIO

NUTGEL LEMON CREAM

NUTGEL MUCHO GUSTO

RICOTTA

CREAM

CREAM & HAZELNUT

PISTACHIO

VANILLA

GIANDUIA

NUTGEL ALL NATURAL

NUTGEL WHITE

NUTGEL SMOOTH PISTACHIO

HAZELNUT

COCONUT

RICOTTA

VANILLA

ALMOND

ALMOND

Method

Spread out a layer of your

Remove the gelato from

Spread out another layer

Round it off with another

chosen flavor of gelato in

the blast freezer once it is

of gelato and place it in a

layer of Nutgel.

a tub and place it in a blast

ready and spread a layer

blast freezer.

freezer.

of your chosen flavor of
Nutgel on top of it.
Place it in a blast freezer.

Another tip…
Nutgels can also be put into a cone before gelato:
the contrast between the crunchy wafer and the
soft Nutgel is truly exquisite.

A professional dispenser
is available on request.

NUTGEL
KG

GLUTEN
FREE

PALM OIL
FREE

8776 NUTGEL

6

•

8777 NUTGEL COCOA

6

•

•

•

8775 NUTGEL ALL NATURAL

5

•

•

•

8778 NUTGEL BLACK

6

•

•

•

8779 NUTGEL BROWNIES

6

8780 NUTGEL WHITE

6

•

•

D*

8781 NUTGEL PISTACHIO

5

•

•

C*
D*

5,5

•

8782 NUTGEL MUCHO GUSTO

5,5

•

8785 NUTGEL COFFEE

5,5

•

8787 NUTGEL CARAMEL SNACK

5

•

8786 NUTGEL ALMOND

5

•

5,5

*C: Contains nature identical colorings and others
*D: Contains natural colorings

no milk

•

•

COLORINGS

•

8783 NUTGEL LEMON CREAM

8461 NUTGEL SMOOTH PISTACHIO

sustainable
palm oil

•

•

D*

C*
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